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Abstract— We propose an object detector for top-view grid
maps which is additionally trained to generate an enriched
version of its input. Our goal in the joint model is to improve
generalization by regularizing towards structural knowledge
in form of a map fused from multiple adjacent range sensor
measurements. This training data can be generated in an
automatic fashion, thus does not require manual annotations.
We present an evidential framework to generate training
data, investigate different model architectures and show that
predicting enriched inputs as an additional task can improve
object detection performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Automated driving requires environment models that pro-
vide information, e.g. about other traffic participants, at
a high rate and precision. However, environment models
estimated from single measurements are often subject to
noise and occlusions. These disadvantages can be mitigated if
multiple measurements from different viewpoints are consid-
ered in order to estimate an enriched map of the environment
(see Fig. 3). In a post-processing step, this can be achieved by
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) methods
(e.g. [1]) that fuse measurements in an acausal manner.
Given single range sensor measurements, enriched grid
maps can be inferred by deep models trained on automat-
ically generated [2] or on semantically annotated maps [3]
due to extensive offline processing. Using these maps, Yang
et al. show that estimating additional semantic information
can increase object detection accuracy.
Here, we apply our methods to multi-layer top-view grid
maps. Due to the orthographic projection, observations are
scale-invariant and do not overlap which makes grid maps
well-suited for sensor fusion. Their regular grid structure
enables the use of efficient image processing operations
such as convolutions or cell-wise operations. Since all traffic
participants move on a common ground surface, we believe
a two-dimensional environment model along the ground
surface is sufficient to represent the traffic environment.
Therefore, we assume objects standing on the ground surface
and encode ground surface elevation and obstacle height as
two layers. Other layers may be the reflected energy or the
evidences estimated during sensor fusion.
In this work we study effects on object detection accuracy
in presence of a second map enrichment task. After briefly
discussing related work on object detection, map enrichment
and multi-task models in Section II we present our evidential
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Fig. 1: Overview of the training procedure. Input for our joint
model is a multi-layer grid map (time t). The reconstruction loss
is determined based on the enriched grid maps and a fused map of
all grid maps within the time horizon [−k, k]. The object detection
loss is determined from estimated and labeled objects.
(a) Baseline (single shot) (b) Shared encoder model
Fig. 2: Our joint object detection and map enrichment model
(Fig. 2b, detections with predicted free belief) yields improved
performance, especially at larger distances or for smaller objects
such as pedestrians, compared to a baseline trained without the
enrichment task (Fig. 2a, detections with observable space and
reflections). Cars are depicted in green, trucks in white and pedes-
trians in yellow.
framework to create top-view grid maps from single and
multiple poses (Section III). We then propose sequential
and shared encoder models for solving both enrichment
and object detection tasks in Section IV. After providing
a quantitative and qualitative evaluation of our models based
on the nuScenes data set (Section V), we conclude our work
and point to future work in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Object Detection in Top-View Grid Maps
The performance of convolutional object detectors contin-
uously increased in recent years. Single-stage detectors (e.g.
[4]) have shown to be promising, as they produce accurate
estimates at frame rates that are acceptable for real-time
applications. To mitigate the class-imbalance problem, Lin
et al. [5] propose a loss focusing on harder examples and
employ a feature pyramid network (FPN) which reuses fea-
tures at different pyramid levels. Recent 3D object detection
approaches (e.g. [6], [7]) use low-level encoders working
on point sets that produce a feature representation which
is then inserted into a volume grid structure. In order to
avoid expensive computation, Lang et al. [7] reduce pillars of
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3D features into 2D features. Compared to high-dimensional
feature representations, we use interpretable features for
object detection [8] which are represented by different grid
map layers. That way we are able to combine a learned object
detector with unsupervised clustering approaches in order
to detect obstacles not represented in the labeled data set.
Usually we assume a static environment in occupancy grid
mapping which is not satisfied in most scenarios. Approaches
to cope with moving objects include dynamic occupancy grid
maps based on finite set statistics [9] or the detection and
removal of dynamic parts of the scene [10]. Here, evidence
theory allows to model contradicting measurements in order
to remove or exclude uncertain areas [2].
B. Environment Enrichment
Environment enrichment (sometimes augmentation) de-
scribes the process of inferring a complete environment
model from observations subject to sensor noise and occlu-
sions [2]. Many approaches focus on reconstructing objects
of interest (e.g. [11], [12]) with parametric models. These
methods either require ground-truth objects, do not consider
the whole scenery or are computationally expensive. Due
to the unavailability of manually annotated data sets, self-
supervised methods are common to train models for en-
richment [2]. The authors generate target data by fusing
measurements in a 3D octree and use evidential combination
rules along pillars to obtain an evidential 2D grid map
representation. Each cell of this representation then contains
the free belief bel(F), occupied belief bel(O) and the belief
bel(U) = 1− bel(F)− bel(O)
for cells being of unknown state. Every observed reflection or
transmission obtained by casting rays from sensor origin to
the reflection position contributes with elementary evidences
eR({O}) and eT ({F}), respectively.
Other approaches include estimating evidential 2D occu-
pancy grid maps based on a sensor model parameterized with
false positive probabilities pFP and false negative probabili-
ties pFN, respectively [13]. While they assign pFP a constant
value,
pFN (xi) = 1− (1− rxi) rzi (1− pFN,max)
depends on a maximum false positive probability pFN,max,
the distance ratio
rxi =
‖xi‖
‖xmax‖
of measured distance ‖xi‖ and maximum distance ‖xmax‖
and the height ratio
rzi =
∆zi
∆z
of observable height range ∆zi and relevant height range
∆z. Thus, pFN increases in case of occlusions (reduced
observable height) or large measurement distances. Finally,
the basic belief assignment (BBA)
mr(θ) =

pmFN (1− pnFP) , if θ = O
pnFP (1− pmFN) , if θ = G
1−∑ξ 6=Θm(ξ), if θ = Θ (1)
resembles belief in cells being obstacles (O), ground reflec-
tions (G) or unknown (Θ), given the number of transmissions
m and reflections n.
C. Joint Approaches
Yang et al. [3] combine an object detector with a road
mask prediction module in a multi-task network and show
that average object detection precision can be improved.
They argue that additional information such as ground sur-
face or road masks provide strong semantic information,
especially at increasing distance. The joint model can be
realized either sequentially or as shared encoder architecture
with a separate decoder for each task. Learning auxiliary
tasks can thus be regarded as a regularizer avoiding overfit-
ting.
The final loss function in a multi-task setting usually
resembles a linear combination of different task-specific loss
functions. Whereas search-based methods such as grid search
to tune the task weights are computationally expensive,
Kendall et al. interpret task-specific weights as uncertainties
that are estimated during training for each task [14].
III. DATA PROCESSING / GENERATION
A. Data Set
The nuScenes object detection benchmark [15] is a public
data set with multi-modal sensor data collected in Boston
and Singapore traffic. The data set consists of 1000 scenes of
20 seconds length. It includes approximately 390k spinning
range sensor sweeps in which 40k key frames are annotated
with 23 classes of relevant objects such as cars, trucks,
cyclists and pedestrians. The spinning range sensor has 32
rays and operates at a frequency of 20Hz. In addition, an
accurate vehicle pose is provided which can be used to fuse
range sensor measurements.
B. Input Data
In the following we describe the grid mapping process in
which single range sensor scans, represented by point sets,
are mapped into measurement grid maps with a cell size of
15cm. Given all points, we estimate the ground surface height
by a cubic uniform b-spline in order to distinguish between
ground and non-ground measurements. In the first mapping
step we determine for each grid cell the sum of non-ground
reflections, the height and the average reflected energy. By
casting rays between sensor origin and reflection we obtain
for each cell the number of transmissions, the height of cast
shadows (assuming impenetrable obstacles) zi,shadow and the
maximum observable height zi,max.obs.. We can then use the
BBA in Eq. (1) with
∆zi = zi,max.obs. − zi,shadow
to determine the beliefs for cells being occupied or free.
t
t+1
t-1
(a) Single scan
t
t+1
t-1
(b) Three scans
Fig. 3: As depicted in Fig. 3a, objects are usually only observed
partly from single viewpoints, e.g. due to occlusions. Fusing ob-
servations from different viewpoints during driving as depicted in
Fig. 3b results in a more accurate object reconstruction.
C. Target Data
As illustrated in Fig. 3 the target data should consist of a
complete scene fused from measurements at different view-
points. Therefore, we fuse data within a defined radius of
40m around a reference pose and resolve contradictions due
to moving traffic participants using evidential combination
rules assuming measurements from different time steps. In
contrast to [2], we directly fuse measurement grid maps
in this work. Using this method, we did not observe any
accuracy degradation at the advantage of parallelization and
thus faster map generation.
Within a time interval T with N observations, we model
the frame of discernment
Ω = {(ω1, . . . , ωN )︸ ︷︷ ︸
ω
| ωi ∈ {o, f}}
as the set of tuples of individual cell states corresponding
to time points t1 . . . , tN ∈ T . By assuming temporally
independent cell states, we define the basic belief assignment
as
m(A) =
N∏
i=1
mr
(⋃
ω∈A
{ωi}
)
for A ∈ 2Ω.
We introduce the partition
2Ω = F ∪˙O ∪˙D,
where
F = {ω | ωi ∈ {f, {o, f}},∃i : ωi = f},
O = {ω | ωi ∈ {o, {o, f}},∃i : ωi = o},
D = 2Ω \ {F ∪ O}.
The hypotheses in F describe that at least one cell was
observed as free and none as occupied, the ones in O that at
least one cell was observed as occupied but none as free.
The remaining hypotheses in D represent all observation
sequences were a cell was observed at least once free and at
least once occupied indicating the dynamic parts of the scene.
Consequently, we model the fused masses for occupied and
free as
bel(X ) =
∑
ω⊂X
m(ω), X ∈ {O,F},
i.e. explicitly ignoring dynamic parts of the scene (see
Fig. 4).
(a) Reflections (b) bel(U)
Fig. 4: Target reflection and uncertainty belief. While the fused
reflections contain artifacts due to moving objects, grid cells corre-
sponding to these objects are assigned to uncertainty.
The height of obstacles above ground is modeled by
independent normal distributions p (z|µi, σi) with mean
µi =
zi,max.obs. + zi,max.det.
2
and variance
σ2i = zi,max.obs. − zi,max.det.
which enables us to estimate the height distribution
p (z|µ1, σ1, µ2, σ2, . . . , µN , σN ) =
N∏
i=1
p (z|µi, σi)
Table I summarizes single frame and fused layers used in
this work.
Input layers (single frame) Target layers (fused)
Reflections (black cells in Fig. 2a) Reflections (Fig. 4a)
Observations (grey cells in Fig. 2a) Observation height
Reflected energy Reflected energy
Height (Fig. 6a) Height
Height of cast shadows Free belief
Occupied belief
Uncertainty belief (Fig. 4b)
TABLE I: Grid map layers used in the baseline and joint models.
Height layers are relative to the estimated ground surface.
IV. MODELS AND TRAINING PROCEDURE
We first introduce our baseline object detector and then
present a sequential and a shared-encoder structure for joint
object detection and grid map enrichment.
A. Object Detection Network
The architecture of our single-stage object detector with
Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) is depicted in the gray box
of Fig. 5b. As a trade-off between speed and accuracy, we
use level 1-4 of the FPN without max-pooling in the root
block and a modified ResNet-50 with the initial filter sizes
reduced to 32, 64, 96 and 128, respectively. The extracted
feature maps in the bottom-up path are reshaped and added
to those in the top-down path of the FPN before they are fed
into the weight-shared box predictor.
Object
detection
network
Att.
Gate
Single-frame
multi-layer
grid map Enriched layers
and evidences
(a) Sequential models
Att.
Gate
Object
detection
network
Single-frame
multi-layer
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(b) Shared encoder models
Fig. 5: Evaluated sequential and shared encoder models (depicted here with attention gate). The sequential models (Fig. 5a) employ a
separate modified MultiResUNet [16] to infer enriched grid map layers and concatenate them with the single-frame inputs together to feed
them into the detector. The shared-encoder models (Fig. 5b) use a common backbone and two separate decoder branches. The enrichment
branch also employs MultiRes blocks with optional self-attention mechanism [17].
B. Enrichment Head and Loss Function
The enrichment network head consists of two branches for
inference of five grid map layers and three evidential maps,
respectively. While the branch for evidential maps subject
to bel(O) + bel(F) + bel(Θ) = 1 is followed by a softmax
activation yielding the loss Lev, ReLUs and the L1 loss Lgm
are used for the second regression branch which is scaled by
the mask
Wk = 1− k · bel(U) k ∈ [0, 1]
depending on the target data uncertainty bel(U). This scaling
suppresses loss due to sensor noise, moving obstacles and
the unobservable areas. The parameter k can be adjusted for
each layer but is set to 0.9 in this work.
We employ task-uncertainty weighting for multi-task
learning in order to balance the loss
Lenr ≈ 1
2σ21
Lgm(Wk) + 1
σ22
Lev + log σ1 + log σ2
for enrichment as well as the localization loss Lloc and the
focal loss for classification Lcls. This results in the final loss
L ≈ Lenr + 1
2σ23
Lloc + 1
σ24
Lcls + log σ3 + log σ4.
C. Sequential Models (Seq-12 / Seq-32)
a) UNet with MultiRes Block: We employ a
contraction-expansion structure with 4-fold successive
downsampling, each followed by a MultiRes block [16].
Each block passes the input to one, two and three stacked
convolutional layers and concatenates outputs before
reducing it to a proper depth via 1x1 convolutions. Similar
to ResNet, the resulting feature maps are then added to
their inputs. The filter size starts from 12 or 32 and is
doubled in each block after pooling. Upsampled features
in the expansion pathway are concatenated with the lateral
short cuts.
b) Self-Attention Gate: The self-attention gate [17]
downsamples the lateral shortcut and concatenates it with the
feature maps from the expansion pathway in order to make
use of context and the local information. This merged feature
map is passed to a point-wise convolutional layer followed
by sigmoid activation in order to generate the attention
mask. As the learned attention mask is applied to the non-
downsampled lateral shortcut, we resize the weighting mask
using bilinear interpolation.
D. Shared Encoder Models (SE)
To reduce parameters and latency we develop a shared-
encoder model with two decoders sharing generalized fea-
tures provided by a modified ResNet-50 mentioned in Sec-
tion IV-A. As shown in Fig. 5b, the decoder for enrichment
is the same as the one used in our sequential models. The
features for object detection are concatenated with features
in the enrichment decoder before they are fed to the final
detection head (not shown in Fig. 5b).
E. Training Details
Configuration Baseline Target Seq-12 Seq-32 SE
Add. conv. layers 0 0 29 29 24
Epochs 13 13 13 17 23
TABLE II: Additional convolutional layers and epochs trained for
evaluated model architectures.
All our models are trained using the Adam optimizer
with a learning rate of 10−5. For each model, we stopped
the training when the validation error converged without
overfitting. Experiment details are summarized in Table II.
The input data is preprocessed using random flips and fed
into the network at a batch size of 2 due to memory
limitations. For the experiments Baseline and Target we use
the same SSD subnet as described in Section IV-A. The
difference here is that for Target all grid map layers are used
as input. We use an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 GPU for
training and evaluation of all models.
V. EVALUATION
A. Grid Map Enrichment
Similar to the evaluation in [2] we determine the cell-
wise L1- and L2-norm of the difference between target and
estimation. Also, we determine the false occupied / free
metrics
mFalseO = max
(
0,bel′(O) + bel(F)−1)
mFalseF = max
(
0,bel(O) + bel′(F )− 1)
which penalize high estimated belief bel′(·) in contradiction
to target data bel(·). Table III summarizes the results for
different model configurations. Here, the sequential model
Seq-32 with attention gate yields the best performance with
the shared encoder model SE showing slightly worse perfor-
mance.
(a) Baseline (height) (b) Shared encoder (height)
(c) Baseline (bel(F)) (d) Shared encoder (bel(F))
(e) Baseline (bel(O)) (f) Shared encoder (bel(O))
Fig. 6: Qualitative comparison of object detection performance be-
tween baseline and shared encoder model. We also denote enriched
grid map layers in comparison to their corresponding single frame
layers.
Figure 6 compares the enriched layer to its single frame
layers for one particular scenario. We observe that the
height is estimated correctly for most of the cells and that
information is visible in the enriched layers which is we can
not recognize in the single frame layers.
B. Object Detection
Table IV summarizes average precision (AP) for large
and small objects, mean average translation error (ATE) and
mean average scale error (ASE) for all experiments. We
compare our models against a Baseline object detector which
uses the single frame layer in Table I as input. In contrast, the
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Fig. 7: Relative improvement (mAP and ATE) of our models
compared to the baseline model along the detection range. mAP
values > 0 and ATE values < 0 denote an improvement.
Target configuration uses all fused layers as input and may
denote an upper performance boundary for object detection
as all layers are used.
We observe that although our models do not improve
the AP of frequent large objects such as cars and trucks,
the AP of small objects is improved for almost all models
compared to the baseline. This leads to a higher mAP value
than the baseline for our models. Here, the shared encoder
model achieves the best AP for pedestrians, motorcycles and
bicycles. We also see that the additional enrichment task
increases the localization and scale accuracy (lower mATE
and mASE compared to the baseline).
Figure 6 compares the object detection result between
Baseline and SE for one particular scenario. The shared
encoder model is able to detect also the group of pedestrians
on the sidewalk.
As illustrated in Fig. 7, we observe that an additional
enrichment improves the detection over a long range in most
cases. However, the performance deteriorates slightly for
close distances and for localization at certain ranges. We
believe this is due to the abundance of well-visible object
these distances.
VI. CONCLUSION
We are able to improve object detection performance for
small objects and objects at larger distances by incorpo-
rating structural knowledge in terms of an enriched map
into the training process. Additionally, the resulting multi-
task model can be used to generate enriched versions of
single-frame measurement inputs which may be used for
Model
Architecture
Time
(ms)
Evidential Maps Grid Map Layers (L1-Norm)
L1-
Norm
L2-
Norm
False
Occup.
False
Free Det. Int.
Z-max
Det.
Z-min
Det.
Z-min
Obs.
Seq-12 84 0.228 0.18 0.114 0.050 8.16 9.24 69.96 26.30 99.99
Seq-32 98 0.113 0.076 0.042 0.029 2.52 3.61 30.63 10.09 42.08
Seq-32 (no att.) 98 0.185 0.161 0.102 0.042 3.96 5.05 37.94 24.21 73.00
SE 89 0.158 0.116 0.068 0.034 3.47 5.09 28.70 38.91 82.60
TABLE III: Quantitative evaluation of different architectures regarding their augmentation performance. The best results are denoted in
bold font.
Model
Archit.
AP of large objects AP of small objects Mean
AP
Mean
ATE
Mean
ASE
ND
Score
Car Truck Bus Trailer Cons.veh. Ped.
Motor-
cycle
Bi-
cycle Barrier
Target 0.659 0.302 0.287 0.128 0.049 0.332 0.179 0.035 0.203 0.218 0.437 0.616 0.218
Baseline 0.593 0.220 0.289 0.052 0.009 0.162 0.108 0.001 0.192 0.163 0.572 0.628 0.161
Seq-12 0.561 0.139 0.308 0.129 0.009 0.164 0.105 0.015 0.236 0.167 0.466 0.589 0.178
Seq-32 0.580 0.177 0.304 0.122 0.008 0.189 0.160 0.011 0.171 0.172 0.466 0.603 0.179
Seq-32 (no att.) 0.568 0.188 0.294 0.102 0.012 0.245 0.145 0.006 0.141 0.170 0.472 0.594 0.178
SE 0.569 0.174 0.308 0.151 0.001 0.231 0.198 0.020 0.182 0.183 0.473 0.637 0.180
TABLE IV: Quantitative evaluation of different configurations regarding their object detection performance. The best model results that
are better than the baseline are denoted by bold fonts.
subsequent methods such as state estimation via particle
filters. Therefore we presented an evidential fusion approach
based on known poses which assigns high uncertainty to
contradicting measurement, e.g. in the presence of moving
traffic participants. This training data can be generated in an
automatic fashion and does not require additional manual
annotations. As the beliefs were estimated conservatively
with many measurements assigned to uncertainty, future
work is to estimate the grid cell state in an acausal manner
to further improve the target data quality.
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